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DiscourseMapping:
TheGPSof Translation
Whatever one may say about the inadequacies of translating, it is
and continues to be one of the most important and honorable occu-
pations in the world,

Goetheina letterto Cadyle, 1827

THIS CHAPTERdescribes an approach to teaching translation using
discourse mapping. Elsewhere (Winston and Monikowski 2000) we
presented a comprehensive description of discourse mapping and
described a series of spiraling activities. It is a process that helps stu-
dents and working interpreters render a successful message and in-
cludes "(1) accurate content; (2) appropriate context; (3) appropriate
linguistic form" (16). Using discourse mapping activities, interpret-
ing students learn to work from the known to the unknown, from
analyzing the source to assessing the adequacy of the target.. "By
creating an actual map of a text, students can see the relationship of
its three perspectives: content, context, and form" (17). Feedback
from interpreter educators and working interpreters about the ef-
fectiveness and usefulness of discourse mapping. has been over-
whelmingly positive. Educators can guide students to develop skills
that can be applied in class and, what is more important, that can be
transferred to actual interpreting assignments. Working inter-
preters have reported using maps to assist their teammates while in-
terpreting challenging texts; the process of creating a map clarifies
the tG.xtantI also hdpscxpl:dn why :111nll'l'lwCtl'rlIIay he st'rllgl-\'ling
with a parikula.. (,olllt'nl, ('OIlII'xl,01' 11'111.
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Translation is a foundational skill for interpreters. The process of
translation provides interpreters with the opportunity to analyze,
research, and assessboth the source message and the target they pro-
duce. "The basis for using translation techniques in interpreter
preparation is that translation provides an important framework for
teaching and learning the interpreting process" (Davis 2000, 109).
This process, without the pressure of time that comes with simulta-
neous or even consecutive interpretation, builds confidence in the
interpreter's ability to understand and produce a clear message.
Davis (114) also reminded us that translation activities in the class-
room are "excellent way[s) to teach the importance of context and
t~l1tture. . . and how to go beyond the lexical level to deeper levels
of l~lIlturaland linguistic meaning." Discourse mapping is a particu-
turly effective strategy for teaching translation. It leads interpreters
through the translation process, from analysis of the source to pro-
duction in the target language and finally to effective assessment of
~.hl'tl'anslations they produce. We will discuss the application of dis-
t.'oul'semapping to translation and demonstrate its effectiveness
whcn used to teach translation.

REVIEW OF DISCOURSE MApPING

Explanation of the Process

Dis(.'oursemapping is a complex, multistep approach to text analysis
,Iult an interpreter uses to change a messagefrom source language
to target language. It presents an in-depth, layered analysis of the
umlcdying coherence of the text and includes an understanding of
1he mntent (themes, topics, and events), the context (register, set-
ting's, speaker's goals, etc.), and the linguistic form (discourse struc-
tllI'US,transitions, vocabulary, etc.). "Mapping a text provides us
with :1dear picture of the underlyingstructure of that text and of
1he challenges it poses" (Winston and Monikowski 2000, 18). By
t'rl';lIing numerous maps in 1\step-hy-step, methodical way, inter-
JH'l'Il'1'S (i\S we11ilSinstnu.'I'OJ'sand students) can monitor the process
01'illlt:l'pl'l~tatinn ral ht.1'th;1l1assess only (he end pl'Oducl'. "The ulti- ~
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mate goal of discourse mapping is to give students a complete
process that they can actually apply to the interpretation of any
text" (57), The practice of discourse mapping can help students
develop a variety of skills, including the following: prepare for
comprehension (by brainstorming), enhance comprehension (intra-
lingually and interlingually), build analytical skills (by assessing
their production), and prepare and produce a target with adequate
equivalence (18),

Other uses of mapping, both in general and in interpreting, were
reviewed in our earlier work. Since that publication, we have re-
ceived many anecdotal reports about the application of both the
overall process and parts of it, and we know that many instructors
have expanded pieces of the overall process as they adapt it to teach-
ing their students. The overall process begins with a specific brain-
storming activity, moves through intralingual maps that address
comprehension and production of retellings in the same language,
then spirals to interlingual maps that inform translations, consecu-
tive interpre~tions, and simultaneous interpretations. As a final
step, "discourse mapping becomes an effective tool for evaluating
the adequacy of an interpretation" (Winston and Monikowski 2000,
22). At each step along the way, the instructor guides students
through the process, ensuring comprehension, not only of the text,
but also of the process (if the process is to become an internalized
analytical tool, as is our goal). Once the student has developed suc-
cessful mapping skills, different steps of the overall process can be
selected for specific activities. For example, students may map each
other's simultaneous interpretations to provide feedback in a group.
This could lead to discussion of the overall success of several inter-

pretations despite the differences rendered in the details. Or in-
structors' mapping skills can guide them to decide what texts are
appropriate for a certain course or workshop. Mapping a text allows
one to see the relative complexity of a text's structure and to

compare the underlying content structures, the context interrela-
tionships, the linguistic features of the source, and the possible/
probable(impruhahlc)t:trgctlanhruagcstnJl,:tnrcs,Once we have this
infnl'lIIalioll, I'Iwosing II.'xlSrcll' students IIl'l'ollwSl~asicl" nut! the
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chosen texts are more likelyto meet the needs and abilitiesof our
stUdents.(Winston andMonikowski2000,56)

Goals of the Process

The goals of discourse mapping are to guide students to identify the
overall structures within a text, to create meaningful visual repre-
sentations of those structures, and to find structures in the target

language that will adequately represent the message. It begins by
presenting a clear understanding of the source text, which leads stu-
dents to produce a successful target. "Discourse mapping leads
them to an understanding of the larger context and discourse struc-
tures of the text; by understanding these, they can develop analyti-
cal skills for zeroing in on the meaning of single vocabulary items.
In other words, it helps them understand the meaning rather than
the words" (Winston and Monikowski 2000, 19). In addition, each

step in the process has specific goals and objectives that comple-
ment the activity.

'lRANSLATION

The Process

Larson (1984,3) offered a definition of translation: "Translation.
consists of studying the lexicon, grammatical structure, communi-
cation situation, and cultural context of the source language text, an-

I1lyzingit in order to determine its meaning, and then reconstructing
this same meaning using the lexicon and grammatical structure
w~ich are appropriate in the RECEPTOR LANGUAGE and its
cultural context" (her emphasis). This is an essential foundational
sldll for sign language interpreters, and "the best practices in inter-

\)rcter preparation" (Davis 2000, 111)must include translation as an
explicit part of the educational process.

()\\e challenge in translation is the one-to-many-and-many-to-
()Ill':(liIC1Il11H1,wherein a single lexical item in the source \angl1:lge
IllIlst Iw \1'al1slatl't!into nlH' of st'Vl'1'a1dHJkcs in the t:lI'~l'I',Dnvis
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provides several examples to support the "from one to many and
from many to one" (118) characteristic of languages. The classic ex-
ample between American Sign Language (ASL) and English is the
English word run and the variety of possible ASL choices. This ex-
ample clearly illustrates "that translation involves a great deal more
than the simple replacement of lexical and grammatical items be-
tween languages. . . . Therefore, in order for meaning to be con-
veyed, the interpreter/translator must transcend the purely linguis-
tic surface forms by way of linp;uisticand culturalmediation" (Davis's
emphasis; 119).

The complex process of interpreting needs to be rooted in trans-
lation. It allows for time and analysis, the interpreter's two most
precious tools. The process of analyzing the source text is a skill
that needs to be honed by practice, support, and more practice. And
the skill to render that source into an adequate target text requires
the same amount of practice, application, and more practice. If one
is to become truly successful when working simultaneously, then
time and energy are required, and translation is the key to internal-
izing that process.

I

i
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Equivalence/Adequacy

A discussion of equivalence is problematic because "it leads one to
believe there is only one right way to interpret a text" (Winston and
Monikowski 2000, 47). Rather, target texts approximate more or
less the meaning intended by the originator. Equivalency is a rela-
tive term, being determined in part by the goals of the speaker and
in part by the goals of the audience. For example, if the translator
believes that the speaker and the audience want the translation to
evoke similar feelings and recollections, the word/sign choice, dis-
course structure, and tone will be very different from those of a
translation aimed at providing the audience with insight into the

. grammatical workings of a source language. And it will again be dif-
ferent if the goal is to provide accessto technicalinformation and
terms that arc c~sclltialin the source languagebut nonexistent in
the tal'gel 1:11Ig'uag-l'.
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Several researchers have taken a clear stand on the importance of
mcaning over form. Seleskovitch (1978, 98) states that "what the in-
t'~rpreter says is, in principle, independent of the source language."
W:'\densjo(1998), in providing an excellent historical review of def-
initions of equivalence, emphasizes the essential consideration of
the situated discourse and its translation. Any translation must be
I\Hsessedwithin its context and with considerationof its impact on
the J'ecipients as intended by the speaker. She writes, "When ana-
IY1.illgequivalency between utterances (i.e., comparing originals
l1l1dtranslations) on the basis of the function(s) they are designed to

perform, I am more or less consciously taking into consideration
contextual aspects manifest in the situation" (43). Our approach to
equivalence follows that of researchers who, like Wadensjo, look at
the equivalence of target functions rather than target words. Her
concern, like ours in using discourse mapping, is to have target texts
that reflect the goals and intentions of the source.

Whatever the terminology, Larson's three classic questions
(19H4,49) need to be addressed when one interprets a text: Is the
l11l'lmingof the target language the same as that of the source lan-
guage? Is the message clearly understood by the audience for whom
the message was intended? Is the form natural? How to adequately
nnswcr these three questions, however, is the difficult part.

When discussing translations, Larson (1984, 489) offered five
Wt\Ys to test the quality of a translation: "1) comparison with the
liourcc text, 2) back-translation into the source language, 3) com-
Pl'chcnsion checks, 4) naturalness and readability testing and, finally,
~) consistency checks." She stated that "a careful comparison with
the sOll1'cetext will need to be made several times during the trans-
huitm process" and explains that this multiple-check approach ad-
IlreHscs"information content" as well as linguistic form.

011(,\ohjection to discourse mapping activities we hear from both
s!w\ent<;and instructors is that it is not possible "in real life" to ac-
tlIal1ymap IIsource text because of the time constraints. Of course
tlot! This is a11activity m~ant to develop skills. Cardiac surgeons do
tint haw time clming opcl'arion" ro pra<:l'icecutting blood vessels,
st'wing slil('h(~s,and rc,Hling'illslrtulIl'I\(S.(;.jvtn this 1:\ckof tilllG,

I
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should they skip the hours of practice needed to develop each skill
and just try it all at once on a patient? And try it again, and again,
until maybe somebody actually survives the procedure? Not our
doctors, thank you! The tedious hours of practice on each discrete
s~ll build the physician's abilities to manage the entire process suc-
cessfully during real surgery. Working on specific steps of the inter-
pretation process is no different. Students need time to practice and
integrate each step repeatedly and successfully. Focusing heavily on
the foundational step of translation is essential.

The failure to provide students with focused translation activities
can be compared to growing tomatoes. Healthy tomato plants need
good soil; the right amounts of sun and water; and protection from
severe weather, insects, and diseases. If anyone of these is missing,
the plant may still produce tomatoes, but chances are the fruit will
be too small or tasteless or will suffer from rot, bugs, or mold,
When we eat such tomatoes, we might cut out bits and pieces and
get the sense of a tomato, but the complete tomato is not experi-
enced. We believe this analogy applies to students. If they do not
give sufficient focus to analyzing the source and the target lan-
guages for meaning, if they leap into simultaneous interpreting of
entire events straight out of ASL classes, if they do not have enough
ASL (not to mention English) to analyze meaning, they will in-
evitably produce interpretations that are too sparse and too far from
the source, provide little sense of the source, and are rotten in large
areas. The consumers will not experience complete and successful
communication.

WHAT WE DID ANDWHY WE DID IT

Translation in the Discourse Mapping Process

The goal of activities focused on translation within the greater dis-
course mapping approach is to "produce accurate and complete tar-
get texts based on source text discourse maps" (VVmston and
Monikowski 2000, 14). Mllpping activities for translation practice
can int11udt'PI'('Pllrillg'alid l'twil'wil1g'maps uf the suurce text nod
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IUOpSof the students' retellings, analyzing sequencing and structures
to present the message in the target language, analyzing effective
linguistic features to present in the target language, and building
students' confidence in their skills: memory, analysis, feedback, and
)Ii"o()uction(35).

In this chapter, we will discuss a series of activities (and the as-
nq,flHICl1tof those activities) that we chose to use in teaching experi-
tilted interpreters how to map for translation. Their goal was to
(iv'\nt\lally use discourse mapping as a tool when mentoring other
iU1c.:rp,'ctcrsworking on meaning analysis. Meaning analysis is most
t:rrl'~.:tivclyworked on with the time and resources available in
tJ'o I1filation.

()urStudents

1.lll\n attempt to endorse the value of practicing translation within
tlll:lIiscourse mapping approach, we elected to isolate that one step
(JI"hc entire process and work with experienced interpreters. The
l\l'tivity was conducted with two separate classes. The students in
(\\Idl dass were similar in background and experience. They were
Hltudl::.Ilt$jnthe third semester of a mentoring program and shared
t\)cg-p:tl of learning ways to provide mentoring in guided skill de-
y~lnpn1cnt approaches. The students in both classes, all of whom

w.Cl'c.cxperiencedprofessional interpreters, had little or no experi-
f\lll'(;vwithtmnslations (either as students or as instructors).l The
!)f()qeSswas the same for each group. First, a videotape2 was shown
thi'(I.c.tofivedays before it was discussed in class.The students were

11()Ft()ldth:ltit would be used for a specific translation activity. The
()hl(:Gtlvcqf the preshowing was to give the students time and dis-

'~

1. Slthlcllts WCI'Ccnrolled in the Master Mentor Program through the University of

CuIOl~1t10/ Bouldcl'; Ih<.:yWCI'Cin the third in a series offour courses. This course was a hybrid

;11\,1111111hilI II :1f;lcc-to-fi1\;c :1l1d;Ill online component. Two cohortS participated in the trans-
1:1111'II ;11'1ivily: onc in.llUlc. 2()()2 and one in Jllnc 2003, The students were all experienced in-
h'qll'!;IC'I'saillllllan~1\\'(:1'<'::llrcad}'involvcd iillllclllol'ilifl nnd/nr instruction. .

.!; Mih: !\t'nlp, "~kt' Now, Newl' St'l' Af\:tin,'"
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tance from the source text (which was signed) so that they would
forget the specific signs but recall the concepts and ideas of the text
itself. This, we hoped, would lessen their reliance on signs and in-
crease their reliance on, and their confidence in, their memories

and their ability to discuss the text using their own signs. We ex-
pected that the time and distance would result in eventual transla-

tions to English that used native English structures and vocabulary
rather than attempts to match single signs to single words.

Random Concept Map

Mter the three to five days, we introduced the activity of mapping
the text.3 We conducted this as an intralingual activity, using ASL
because it was the same language as the source text. We began by
asking the students as a group to generate a random concept map.
Our goals were to have students working together to generate
memories of the text, to have them see a variety of signs and ways
used to express the ideas of the original source, and to have them
think more freely about the ideas without influence from the source
language. When various students contributed their own recollec-

tions in ASL, the others were exposed to their peers' understand-
ings of the story as well as a variety of ways to sign about them.

We chose to use drawings and pictures for the map rather than
words or glosses (see figure 1). (Of course, glosses are also symbols,
as are words; the drawings and pictures are simply less-language-
driven symbols.) Drawings and pictures distanced the students even

further from the source signs and resulted in a visual representation
of the source. One point to emphasize at this stage is that the goal
of a random concept map is simply to note as much of the text as the

instructor chooses to include. A single picture may evoke an entire
segment for some students. For example, in figure 1, the "restau-

3,m f:lct,if',\'e co~ldhaye had a longer period, weeks to months, we believe the resulting
acti...itymighth~vc Qcclt~vel1 more effective inaccoiUplishing the objective of distancing
from dtl:.IIC.ilU'\.'\:,
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FlglI"":1. Random concept map

1'\111('''symbol (knife and fork in lower right comer) was all that was
11t'~'(lc(1to remind them of the entire dining event in the source text,

1t.is a.lwaysthe choice of the instructor whether to write glosses
Wng-lish words) or use pictures on the random concept map.
1lllwcver, our goal for this specific activity was to stay as far from
IUIlt\"uagc-drivensymbols as possible. And because this was a trans-
1:1\ion c:<ercise,we could also have moved directly from the ASL
source into English words on the random concept map, which may
Ill' 1111)1"<;effective for more experienced interpreters. However, we
have 1~llmdusingEnglishwordsat this earlystageoftenrestrictsthe
hiler tl":111slntiun,For example, writing "bumpy and curvy" on the
1':llldmnconccpt map may well have quashed the creative thinking
Ihat \att.:r resulted in "hair-raising." No one approach is correct.
( )IIC:1I.>J>l'onchmay work better for one group than for another. The
!'l'a I It'ssl)nhere for instructors andInterpreters alikeis to keep ex-
Imrill1en!.ingto seewhat wdrkswith pnnicuhll'groups.I\s always,it

1
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is important that instructors be clear about what they wish to ac-
complish by this activity. Conversely, if instructors are not sure
what might be achieved through the activity, they need to be open
to analyzing the outcomes and discussing with the students where
and how the activity resulted in positive and negative outcomes.

While creating this map, the students included what they
thought important, and the instructors made every effort to keep
students focused on the major events of the story rather than
bogged down in tangential details. The pictures were purposely
placed randomly in the space in order to maintain the distance be-
tween the source sequencing and the map. The objective was simply
to generate all the major concepts of the source, with some level of
detail about each. This was sometimes a challenge because students
see different things in any and every videotape; however, the group
discussions were extremely helpful. Because the discussions were in
ASL, students could repeat what they saw in the source text and .
seek clarification, they could use their own sign choices to explain
their choices, and they could react to comments from their peers.
These activities matched the objectives for this step in the discourse
mapping structure; students needed to rely on their memories, their
analytical skills, their production of ASL, and their feedback if they
were to participate fully in this discussion of the source text.

Sequential Map

After everyone was relatively satisfied with the map and the level of
detail, a sequential map was created from the seeming chaos of the
random concept map. Again, the instructors guided students to a
successful product, but more importantly, the instructors focused
on the process of constructing a logical meaning. Tremendous de-
tail is unnecessary in the sequential map. In one class we numbered
the major concepts in chronological order; in the other class, we
simply added arrows to show how we intended to sequence the
events. In both classes, discussion ensued! We have included a ren-

dition of the sequentialmapwith arrowsas figure2.
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Figure 2. Sequential map

'I'he Translation

Students then were required to prepare a translation from the se-
quential map alone. They were each given a copy of the class-
,:rcated sequential map and instructed to write an English trans-
lntion during a forty-five-minuteperiod. This was an individual
activity.When it wascompleted,the classcametogether for further
discussionand comparison.We will discussexamplesfrom these
translationsin the next section.

'litE RESULTS

Assessing Translations with Mapping

(h1C.~interesting and valuable application of discourse mapping
throughoul the teaching-process is thot it supports the assessment
IIrstlubH work. 'Ieachers call compare studcI1t,maps to their OWIl,

IIIHI Sllllll-nls (':Ill !'Oll1p:II'l' Ilwir IIl:IpS to tIll' le:ld1l""s III' 10 eaeh
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other's. For discourse mapping to help teachers assess student work
effectively, however, two essential things need to be determined:
(1) the specific objectives of the teaching activity (what we intend
the students to be able to do by the end of it and, therefore, what we
will assess);and (2) the meaning of equivalency and adequacy.

Specific Objectives for an Activity

As interpreting educators, we have long accepted that there is no
single "right," exactly equivalent, or perfectly adequate translation
of a source text. Yet how often do we provide students with direc-
tion about the goal of our exercises and the type of equivalency or
adequacy we are looking for at any given time? We must identify
the goals and objectives we have established for our activities. Too
often, we assign an activity because it is "like" interpreting or be-
cause we had to do it in our interpreting programs or because it
"feels right." And also too often, we have no clear idea what we ex-
pect to happen at the end of these activities. If all seems to go well,
we are pleased; if not, we have little idea of why, what to fix, and
how to approach the activity or the skill development differently.

This does not mean that the activities have no merit; they may be
excellent, if only we knew what for! They might be well fitted for
advanced students but not appropriate for students beginning the
learning process. Or they might be great for beginners, too, if only
they were broken down into manageable steps. But until we have
clearly defined the goals and objectives of each activity and, in-
formed the students what they are, we cannot claim to be teaching.
We are only mixing up magic potions to see what effects they have
on students.

Equivalence

In assessingstudent work, as discussed earlier, it is also alwaysnec-
essary to specify the level of equivalency we are expecting. Although
our end goal mny ht: to product: ;1translation and eventually an in-
tcrpn.t ation (wilh alii hl' major IUpit's,:llIlevds uf :mppe>rting-detail,
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etc.), this may not be the goal of each individual activity as we
progress through a series of skill development activities.

For example, beginning interpreters may need to focus on pro-
ducing target texts that contain the major points but not many sup-
porting details (similar to summaries or abstracts). As students gain
skills and confidence, the level of detail we expect may increase.
Most instructors we know have some system of evaluating target
texts this way. But how do we define the goals and details? If
instructors map the text and arrive at a linear map of the source
text, they have a way to determine levels of detail.

Goal and detail are questions that we need to deal with as instruc-
tors. The Cokely (1992) and Colonomos (1992) models each pro-
vide us with ways of understanding the interpreting process. How-
ever, when we use either of these models, we still need some way to
progress from basic skills to a full-blown successful interpretation.

Gish's goal-to-detail and detail-to-goal teaching approach (2001,
] (86) meshes with the mapping we use. Her approach offers struc-
ture and hands-on strategies for teachers of interpreting skills. She
hegins by having students analyze the goal of a text, which she de-
scribes as "the purpose of the speech or the impact that the speaker
wants to have on the audience" (Gish 1996, 4). She often expresses
this goal with averb that describes the presenter's intent: to entertain
an audience, to persuade, and so on. Understanding the goal re-
quires that students understand the context, registers, and styles of
the source text. Once the goal of the text is determined, students an-

alyze the source for its main objectives. Students can then identify
the subobjectives of each main objective. Finally, students analyze at
the level of individual proposition units. Some students may be ready
to analyze a text only for the main objectives; others may be ready to
analyze for the minutest details of the subobjectives. Regardless of
the skill level that students bring to the task, they are able to experi-
(;I1C.Csuccess atd1cir level. This helps them scaffold their learning,

~mwitlg' Fromwhere they are to where they need to be.
Our teaching flpp1"Ofichis based on similar concepts, providing

St\ldcntswith a visualslrllctUre for reprcsenting- their undcrst'nnd-
illg 01':1 text. For SOlIIl' studenls, thl' t':H'(hIl1H.'()I1('l.'pt-m;\pping

-
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activity may be the first step in enhancing comprehension of a
source text. For other students, the use of drawings and pictures
may be an essential step for them in order to escape the glossing rut
into which they have fallen. For others still, the minute mapping of
specific salient linguistic features may be the way to progress from
inadequate to adequate to eloquent lexical choices. By having stu-
dents make a random concept map, we are able to see what goal(s)
they have understood from the source and what topics and
subtopics, as well as details (or in Gish's tenns, main objectives, sub-
objectives, and units) they have retained. Our next step, the linear,
or sequential, map, allows us to see if they are able to reconstruct
the source in a logical way-not necessarily in the exact sequence of
the source but in a sequence that makes sense or that would be
more effective in a target translation.

When applying our approach, we asked students to prepare a
written translation using the classmap. This was our final objective
for this activity in this class.However, if a teacher has a different ob-

jective for the translation activity, additional follow-up activities
could be added. The needs of each group of students will determine
the subsequent activities selected by the teacher. Our discourse
mapping, like Gish's goal-to-detail and detail-to-goal approach, of-
fers a structure for students to experience success as they grow in
their interpreting skills.

Assessing Student Work

Working from various maps of student work, we can often pinpoint
patterns in their analysis and translations. By making a linear map
of each student's translation, we are able to see which level of detail,
subgoals, and major goals the student has included in the transla-

tion. The map provides an effective means of identifying patterns.
Some students may have all the major themes but provide only
one detail for each. Other students may have only one theme but
provide an inordinate number of details. A third student may have
missed one thcmc and includcd details from other themes, resulting
in 1\"()nfUSl~dand confusing tJ'anslation.
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We assessed effectiveness of the sequential mapping activity using
mapping strategies of our own. We developed our own linear map
of the source in order to have a template from which to work. We
were then able to assess the adequacy of the class-generated map,
comparing the major topics and level of detail. In other courses, an
instructor could ask each student to generate a sequential map, then
t'lSSCSSthe adequacy of each student's map. Or, if the instructor pre-
ferred to encourage more independent learning, the students could
compare their own maps to the teacher's and to each other's. The
map we have provided in figure 3 is partial, focusing on only some
of the aspects we discuss related to evaluation.

Next we prepared a linear or sequential map based on each stu-
tlent's ttanslation.4 These maps included the essential points each

When the instructors have made their own linguistic maps of the
source, it is easier for them to find the language patterns. For exam-
ple, we may discover that a linear map of a student's translation is
missing the dialogue or, more likely, confuses which dialogue is as-
sociated with which character. At those points in the linear or se-
quential map where this confusion is evident, we can look at the
source to find the salient linguistic features that may have resulted
in the confusion. We may find that each time the translation shows
confusion, the source (in this case, the signer) used naming strate-
gies for "given" pronoun references: eye gaze, chin point, and head
tilt, for instance, but not indexing, body shift, or renaming the ref-
erent. These naming strategies are commonly used for new refer-
ents in a text and are commonly taught in ASL classes. However,
when they are missing, students are not aware of the omission; they
may not know or may not have confidence in strategies that are
more subtle, less visually salient, and (unfortunately for us) more
common in everyday discourse.

Assessing Overall Content and Context

-I, Fell'Ihis :lI'liVil~'1we dhluol how IIII' sIIllJ('IIIS('I"t':lh~thdr ()\\'IIIJ1t1II~r,'ollllhdr nwn
l..all~1:lIion~, 11,,11','\'("" ~lIdl ,11\ ('\I'rds(~ ,':11I licl'I'l'}'llI'lpl'lIl :\~ SllIih'lIh I1S~(''':. Illt'ir OWII WUI'~

:111,1tI", 11'1111,..I tiltHI' IWI'I'..

Fi,tllft' .t 'lhwlH'r\; 11I111'1If'liOIlI"l'(' ,'on.\('111 :11111('ol1\('xl
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translation included. See figures 4 and 5, which are based on two
sl'Udent translations.

Student A and student B had a similar number of events in the

action areas, although each had some different details. Both repeat-
edly included the concept of enjoyment at the communication. And
both included the ride through the mountains. Each also grouped
some ideas differently, and each provided his or her own sense of
the gist by adding a different title, but the similarity of the maps re-
flects the similarity of the translations and their adequacy in provid-
ing the content and context.

One student's linear map (figure 6) revealed that the idea of a
gondola or tram ride up the mo~tain at one point in the source
t(.~Xlwas missing. This idea recurs late in the closing structure of the
original and is a detail that adds eloquence to the story. Yet the dele-
tion of the concept of "tram" does not irrevocably change the over-
all meaning of this student's translation, and the sense and tone of
tlW$ource text are clearly reflected throughout. With this informa-
tl()I1,we can provide feedback to the student not only about what
Wfg'hthave been missed but also about how significant it was in the
ScHlrce text and, most important, why it was significant,

Using our own map as a template, we were able to assess the ad-
cqn:lcyof each student's translation in terms of content and context.

Assessing Target Form

We also used mapping to assess the resulting linguistic form of the
~Itldcnts' translations. We chose specific areas of the original text
'l11dcompared them to the translations. Our goal was to compare
th.e l~l1guisticforms used in the original text with the linguistic
forln~prQdl.)ccdjn the translations. Our expected outcome for the
trnnslritiollwM that they be native-sounding written English texts
with Il..neloquence similar to that of the original. Our mapping of
.h<,:$\ilicnt H*guistic features in b()th the original and. the trans-
huitl\1s })t'(wi4cd an. \111derstandingof what made the original a
S!QI'Yl'illher tlin.!l It ~trit1g c1fscn h.\11C9~311dals() identi.ficd what the

.~.
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students produced in their English translations of these features.
We had no preconceived ideas of which English words or features
needed to appear; we only expected that it read like a written
English story prepared for a similar audience. We chose the areas of
salient linguistic features in the source based on our experience and
knowledge of problem areas for interpreters. Specifically,we wanted
to explore the use of salient English features to produce a dynami-
cally equivalent translation (see figure 7).

Having identified sections of the text that we predicted would
pose challenges for the students, we compared how these sections
were expressed in the translations. For this text, we analyzed and
compared several areas, including the opening and closing of the
text, topic and subtopic transitions, use of detail, adjectives, adverbs,
sentence structure, and overall tone of the text. In the next section

we discuss some of our findings from these comparisons.

The BumpyRoad-Complex LinguisticFeatures

()ne area we identified in the source was an elegant section of ASL
tex.t using classifiers and repetition; such a construction is often a

challenge for interpreters. Given the ASL sentence VEHICLE:CLup
I\nd down + + + +, we can compare the sentences and word choice
h1.ithe.English translations. Knowing that English uses adverbs, ad-
jectives, and idioms to produce similar eloquence in English stories
and does not serially repeat the verb itself, we can assess student
skill in translation by looking for these salient English features.
T11\1S,a translation such as "The car went up and down, bump,
hu1l,1p,bump," can be identified as less than adequate because it
does not include adjectives, adverbs, or idioms and it does include a

serial repetition of the verb. It is (as we already know) what is often:
lahqlcH"glossing"-a semilinguistic equivalence. Although such an
cq\1ivalencemay be the goal in some environments, in most settings
it.I~ll()t.R,lthGr,a dynamic eqUivalence, evoking the sense and feel
nfth~ passcngersinthe vehicle, isthexnore uS'\1algoal ofstQry
tl':\I1slatiun. .

m

ill
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When we find sentences such as "It was a hair-raising experience
but we managed to make it to and from in one piece!" (Student 11)
or "We rode in his car, over winding roads, weaving and careening"
(Student 15), we can state with confidence that the translation at
this point has achieved a dynamic equivalence. The use of the idiom
"hair-raising," along with an exclamation point to indicate the em-
phasis of the reduplication (+ + + +) in the ASL text, all result in
the English reader's sense of the ride. Of course, as a linguistic
equivalent it is a dismal failure; from this translation, no audience
would learn that ASL uses reduplication for emphasis. As a dynamic
equivalent, however, it is a roaring success. Again, equivalence is
relative, but in such a case, we believe a dynamic rather d1an a lin-

guistic equivalence is most often the goal.

Meeting a Deaf Person-Culturally Rich Information

Another section we identified as challenging in the source text was
the narrator's telling of a chance meeting with a Deaf man (while
the narrator was on vacation in Europe). This is the essence of the
story, the reason the narrator is describing his European vacation
with his wife. The point of the story is not to tell about visiting his-
torical sites or the beauty of the Alps. The point is that in a tiny lit-
de Austrian town, so very far away from home, an American Deaf
couple met a local Deaf man and had a wonderful experience. The
following gloss approximates the narrator's signs:

WIFE,ME. . .CHAT+++, SIGN, wALK-along WALK++HAPPEN
(someone to the left) LOOK-ATME ME FEEL SOMETHING,
(someone to the left) LOOK-ATME INDEXMEET-ME,DEAF?
TWO-OF-YOU, DEAF? WIFE AND ME, LOOK-AT-EACH-OTHER. . .FlNE!

In this brief section lies the point of the story, and it is much more

than simp1y meeting a Deaf man. When reviewing the student
t'l'iIl1s1ations,we realized that many of them had actually captured
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the spirit of this narration:

· "Here, clear across the world was someone like us!" (Student 12)
· "Another Deaf person!" (Student 13)
· "Imagine our delight of running into someone who was deaf!"

(Student 14)
· "I was stunned and at the same time, elated to meet a deaf person

in this part of the country!" (Student 4)
· "My wife and I looked at each other and we knew this was a once-

in-a-lifetime opportunity." (Student 2)

The word choices these students made reflect the linguistic com-
plexity of the source text. The narrator does not mean "fine" with
that one sign; he means to convey how thrilling it was to meet a
Deaf person so far away from home, how excited he was to 'find a
kindred spirit, how he knew the day was going to be a good one.
Much information is conveyed in the sign FINEand in the facial ex-
pressions that appear in the source text; even more, however, is im-
plied, and by allowing students to practice translating the source
text, we have given them the time to reflect on the importance of
these few signs.

STUDENT THOUGHTS ON THE

TRANSLATION EXERCISE

To follow through with our beliefs about informing students of the
expectations for a given activity (discussed above under "Specific
Objectives for an Activity"), we asked for feedback when this trans-
lation exercise had been completed. Because it is important for in-
structors to appreciate translation from the point of view of the stu-
dents, we are sharing some of their comments here, even though
some of them are a bit long.

One of the themes of the student comments was the luxury of
having time to think about the work. These comments certainly
support our. belief that practicing specific skills within the entire
process is important., despite the opposing view tbat such exercises
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are not doable in the "real world." Students obviously saw the value
of such a specific activity,sas shown by the following comments:

. "The translator has the ability to take the time they need to think
about the source content and its goals, themes, and objectives."
(Student 5)

· "Completing the translation shows how competent they [inter-
preters] are in the L2 [their second language] outside of any time
constraints." (Student 8)

. "Provides a safe and controlled environment." (Student 3)

. "By giving the [interpreter] time to process, analyze, internalize,
and retrieve data they can revisit the material without feeling the
pressure (or need) to compete with anyone but him/herself."
(Student 7)

· "When we have interpretations produced in real time, it can be
difficult to identify the source of miscues," (Student 6)

. "I think one of the main goals of using translations for me will be
to put all of these things together so they become an automatic
part of my interpreting process." (Student 9)

Students also recognized another important benefit of this transla-
tion activity and the maps it included. When we introduced the ran-
dom concept map, we told the students why we wanted to use draw-
ings and pictures for the map rather than words or glosses. There
was some discussion about this choice, and some students seemed
reluctant to use pictures but agreed to try for this activity. Their
comments indicate they came to see the value in such an approach.

· "If in the map we use pictures rather than words (signed or spo-
ken) we may be more open to a wider vocabulary selection for our
interpretation. (I am finding the use of pictures a personal chal-

5. We want to thank students in Project TIEM (Teaching Interpreting Educators and
Mentors) Online Master Mentor program for their participation in this activity and for their
reflective comments. Individual comments remain anonymous. We have Identified them as
"Student 1," "Student 2," and so on, so the reader can note the nllll1\'rous rl'SPOIISi;Swe
include.
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lenge. , ,and so I plan to do this kind of mapping to improve my
own skills.)" (Student 6)

· "[Creating a map without words allows interpreters] to step away
from the form of both the source language and the target lan-
guage and think abstractly or conceptually. . . to create a clearer
message. . ,with fewer source language intrusions because they
[interpreters], . . truly dissect the message." (Student 5)

· "I do believe that it will allow me to have more optimal choices in
future interpreting assignments by training my brain to look at
the concepts visually; it frees me up from the textual level."
(Student 10)

Finally, some students commented on goals and objectives that we
had not made explicit for this activity; they are definitely worth re-
porting here and certainly need no additional discussion on our
part:

· "The moment it started to make sense for me was when we went

off on our own, made a translation from the map we drew (as a
group) and then came back and compared our work. , , . The
power of that process hit home for me when [Student 6] and
[Student 8] talked about the comparison of their work. They both
noted that even though their maps looked the same visually. . ,
their word choices, writing styles and overall compositions were
very different. This only emphasizes the fact that there are many
options for a successful interpretation and working with transla-
tions is one of the best ways to not only understand that, but dis-
cover what those options are." (Student 1)

· "Group brainstorming and mapping activities are wonderful op-
portunities for interpreters to use their L2 to discuss the L2
source text," (Student 8)

· "The translation can be used to look at specific skills on whether
the 'big picture' was included: the goal and theme along with tran-
sitions, vocabulary choices, grammar of the target language, regis-
ter, affcct, cultural mediation, world view, etc. . . . Looking at
the pl'O!lult, till' translatiol1, helps [intL'J'p1'1.:I"UI'S1 to lool{ at the
]}J'()IIII(,111I01'('Oh;I'('livdy." (St lI«Il'nl2)
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· II A"wego from viewing an ASL story to mapping out the story
Hnd then doing a translation and a retelling, we will learn more
uhout one's comprehension of'ASIJ -Accuracy in content, Social
11ppropriateness,Linguistic accuracy.Areas of focus or areas need-
ing improvement can 'easily' be discovered." (Student 4)

CONCLUSION

It seems fair to say that translation is a valuable skill for interpreters
who work between English and ASL. We have offered an in-depth
look at one step in the discourse mapping process, the step that fo-
cuses on translation. The step began with creating a group random
concept map, then a sequential map. Students then prepared their
own translations, after which they returned to the larger group to
I'ompare and contrast their written work. When the activity was
rOlllplctcd, the instructors created two separate linear maps, one
from thc students' translations and used to assess the equivalence of
I:.ontcnl and context, and one based on the linguistic complexity of
Ihl' S(IIIITCand used to assess the equivalence of the English transla-
tions. Finally, students were asked to write their thoughts on the en-
liI'l' ;wtWity. Keeping in mind that these students were already
working' professionals, their comments offer us insight into the
vilillCII/"using discourse mapping to provide focused translation ac-
tivit icsthat are essential to the development of strong interpreting
iiI-ills.
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